The suggestion is made here that glossolalia-one of these anomalies-is continuous with some other marginal linguistic phenomena. By &dquo; anomalous speech &dquo; is meant anything which cannot be accounted for (or generated) by the rules that apply * This is a revised and enlarged version of a paper given at the Summer Meeting of the Linguistic Society of America, Columbus, Ohio, July, 1970. 
to ordinary language. Such For an objective history of Pentecostalism see Nichol, 1966;  for an exposition of Pentecostal doctrine from a dogmatic point of view see Horton, 1966;  for a description of the neo-Pentecostal movement from a social-anthropological point of view see Gerlach and Hine, 1970 . A linguistic characterization for the layman is found in Samarin, 1968 ; the function of glossalia in being socialized into the charismatic movement is discussed in Samarin, 1970 (Drever, 1958) ; &dquo; the entranced submission to some obsessive gibberish under the illusion of being inspired by mystical tongues', which are thought to come from heaven &dquo; (Luchsinger and Arnold, 1965, p. 790) . And an anthropologist says that glossolalic utterances vary &dquo; all the way from a series of gurgles and grunts to deviant forms of normal language &dquo; (Burling, 1970, p. 152 one. This is using the term loosely, of course; in both instances we are dealing with phonology.
Echoism is illustrated in the following breath-group from a prayer in tongues: kóyentrey piyliysiy gambóy yamb6y hamb6y zandriy peylasantrziw kúwnya pokey.
And in the next breath-group is found ziyzindrzy piyliysindriy. It is seen also in the &dquo; jargon &dquo; of a patient with Wernicke's aphasia. In fact, the analyst makes precisely those observations that we should like to make here: &dquo; What characterizes the phonological deficit in the patient's jargon episodes, especially episodes that demonstrate word-finding difficulty through perseveration, in their stereotypic patterns of alliteration and assonance &dquo; (Green, 1969, p. 106): e.g. /rAmfI/ and /kimfi/. This difficulty in phonologically hitting the correct target is probably similar to the difficulty a normal, but especially drowsy adult has in repeating long, complex, and rather anomalous sentences. Among the several modifications of test sentences in one research project were changes based on the sounds of words: e.g. The duck-billed committee of students scattered a furry advisor once a year became The duck-billed committee of students scurried a furried advisor once a year (Slobin and Welsh, 1968) . This same phenomenon is reported among the feeble-minded, among adults who are under the influence of cortical depressants, and among normal children. In fact, normal children play with such echoic forms. Typical is a two-year old child's pre-sleep monologue that contained the sequence fumbelina, tumbelina, lumbelina, Thumbelina (Weir, 1966, pp. (Jakobson, 1966, p. 
639).
It is well known, of course, that the minimal vocalic system of human language is /a/i/u/, although Jakobson adds /a/i/e/ (Jakobson, 1968, p. 49, also Malmberg, 1967, p. 172) . The priority of these vowels is due, we should imagine, to their acoustic properties, not to any social element like &dquo; sound symbolism &dquo;, since vowels [i] and [a] are in greatest contrast, and then comes [u] .
In other respects glossolalia does not illustrate primitivization, at least in the Jakobsonian sense. In question is the relevance of his laws of phonological solidarity. These are implicational in essence, whereby the presence of Y presupposes X, X arises before and disappears after Y. They are illustrated by the order in which classes of phonemes arise in child language: labial, labial stop/nasal, labial/dental, labial and dental/velar, and stops before fricatives. Jakobson Table 1 ). This is confirmed by an analysis of the total number of consonants in the religious glossolalia of two speakers (Table 2 ). In the one, bilabials represent 141% and in the other 11.2% of the total whereas alveolars represent 61.3'% and 60.9% respectively. These are compared with normal adult English where bilabials are said to make up 14.1 % of the consonants and alveolars 56.T% (Hayden, 1950, as interpreted by Wolfram, 1966 (Goodman, 1969 (Samarin, 1969b) Other samples of glossolalia are to be found in Jaquith (1967) , Motley (1967) , Wolfram (1966) , and .
Love is the light of the darkness! The home of the poor is the palace of love! All the light is love! All the earth shall be light! All the darkness shall be light! All the light shall be darkness! The love of all things shall be the light of all things! Pure light! &dquo;
